
 ・Optimal rate menu�

 ・Electric cooker�

 ・Electrical air conditioning�

 ・Electric heating system �

 ・Sale of gas�

 ・Technical services

Main solution menu

▼ Outline of total solution sales and marketing

Solution Tools

Total Solutions Service

Efficient facility operation

Pursuit of environmentalization

Business Support

Implementation of energy saving

Cost reduction
Customers’ needs

Top sales management

C
o
rp
o
ra
te
 C
u
s
to
m
e
rs

Group�
Companies

Kyushu�
Electric�
Power

Understanding the needs�
and solution

Global Information

・Industry Newspaper�
・Various associations and acadamia�
・Universities�
・Committees

・Municipalities�
・Consortium�
・Research institutes�
・Investigative bureaus

Customer’ information

Analysis and suggestions

Manufacturers

Construction�
Companies

Developers

Architect�
Offices

Optimal rate menu

Electric air conditioning 

Technical Services

Electric heating system 

Electric cooker

Sale of gasGroup Corporate Tools

AmenitiesIT�
Information communication

Business�
support

Management and�
maintenance of facilities

Energy conservation�
Cost conservation�

�

Environmental�
measures

Business development based on customers’ needs

　As a company responsible for the lifelines of people’s lifestyle and economy and indus-

try, we strive to provide inexpensive, high-quality energy. Standing on a customer-first phi-

losophy, we promote proactive activities, including contribution to comfortable and pros-

perous society, to enhance customer satisfaction.

　Taking advantage of the compre-

hensive power of our company 

group, we render total solution ser-

vice for corporate customers （“total 

business solutions”）, tailored to the 

corporate customers’ diverse needs 

and demands.�

　We believe meeting to the custom-

ers’ needs enables us to take new 

business opportunities, enables us 

to expand the entire group’s busi-

ness domain and strengthens our 

profitability. �

�

Positioning sales representatives�

　To accurately comprehend the 

needs of our corporate customers 

and respond directly to their needs, 

we have assigned sales represen-

tatives to each branch or customer 

service office.�

　Using the sales representatives 

as the contact person, we offer our 

customers Optimal 1 rate menu 

and systems for the use of electric 

kitchens and air conditioning. �

�

Reduction of the customers’ initial in-

vestments in air conditioning facilities�

　We promote “air conditioning busi-

ness” to reduce customer’s initial in-

vestment. We own and install air 

conditioning facility and deliver heat 

for air conditioning. The customers 

are charged for the heat.�

　Although our business area had 

been limited to regenerative types 

of air conditioning, we have expan-

ded our business into non-heat ac-

cumulative areas in FY2005 to fur-

ther respond to the diverse needs of 

our customers. �

　We will continue to respond proac-

tively to the needs of our customers 

to raise their levels of satisfaction.

Promotion of total solution business
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What is an All-electric housing?�

　There are an increasing number of cus-

tomers who enjoy an All-electric housing 

because it answers to their diverse needs 

including lifestyles friendly to environment 

and family budget, healthy and safe life-

style for senior citizens, and reduction of 

household chores for two-income families.  �

　An All-electric housing is a house where 

the cooking facilities, hot water supply and 

other energy-related systems are powered 

by electricity. Customers can choose an 

All-electric housing and benefit from the 

peace of mind, convenience and comfort 

of no longer needing to use flames, while 

also saving monthly lighting and heating 

expenses. An All-electric housing produ-

ces a high level of customer satisfaction, 

answering to the diverse needs of the mod-

ern household.�

Proposing activities on an All-

electric housing�

　Kyushu Electric Power is actively pur-

suing measures and proposing activities 

to dispatch information on an All-electric 

housing.�

　Using ‘Kirei Life’ as a key branding 

phrase, we have been promoting and 

conveying the merits of an All-electric 

housing through TV advertisements, our 

website and ‘Iris’, our showroom, where 

customers can actually experience the 

virtues of an All-electric housing. �

　Those customers who are considering 

an All-electric housing, we offer an opti-

mal electric rates and an interest prefer-

ence mortgage, and a total consultation 

regarding running costs* and initial invest-

ments.�

　For those customers who choose an 

All-electric housing, we provide home advi-

sors in every customer service office who 

personally visit each home to answer 

questions such as, ‘How do you operate 

the IH （Induction Heating） stove?’ or 

‘What is the best way to cook’.�

�

The role of an All-electric housing�

　We are promoting the use of “Eco Cute,” a 

hot water supply facility that conserves ener-

gy in All-electric housing （please see page 

40）. Since Eco Cute helps to reduce the 

amount of CO2 emission in regular house-

holds, the government hopes the system to 

spread throughout the country. �

　We are promoting an All-electric housing to 

realize our customers’ comfortable life and to 

contribute to our environment. We will keep 

meeting our social responsibility through the 

promotion of an All-electric housing. �

＜“Kirei Life” website in Japanese＞�

http://www.kireilife.net

▼ Questionnaire for residents of an All Electrication apartment building

Q.How are you satisfied with the All-electric Apartments？�Q.What specic points are satisfiying？�

Utility costs  are low�
（51）�

Safe and Secure�
（39）�

Clean and comfortable�
（14）�

Easy to clean and manage�
（18）�

・Research Period：　December,2004 ー January,2005�
・Research Subjects：　Residents of All-electric apartment complexes in the Fukuoka city area. 116 surveyed.

More than 90% of the�
residents are satisfied.

Very�
Satisfied�
35％�

Satisfied�
62％�

Unsatisfied�
3％�

【How have your utility costs changed compared to those before?】�

More than 80%�
state that their utility costs�

have decreased.

N/A 5％�

Less�
expensive�

46％�Generally less�
expensive�

38％�

No change�
9％�

More expensive 1％�
A bit more expensive 1％�

（can answer freely with any number of answers）�

※Glossary／*running cost：the cost necessary for the continued maintenance of equipment and facilities.  

All-electric housing for�
a comfortable lifestyle

Kirei-Life�
All-electric housing

Proposing a safe, comfortable and economical lifestyle（Promoting an All-electric housing）�
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▼ Examples of improvements made in response to customers’ opinions

　To create more smiles on the 

faces of our customers, the Kyushu 

Electric Power Group will listen to 

their voices and sincerely offer ser-

vices and products with value. �

　We express our gratitude to our 

customers by listening to their opin-

ions and feedback, and by using 

such responses to reflect upon and 

revise our management and busi-

ness activities. �

�

Rainbow System�

　The Rainbow System has been 

established to receive, record, 

share and promptly react to exter-

nal opinions and requests re-

ceived during day-to-day opera-

tions, so that our employees can 

research and analyze the collec-

ted opinions and queries and use 

them to improve our systems and 

services（please see page 33）.

Development of power resources �

　For a country lacking in natural resources, sustain-

ing a long-term supply of stable electric power is criti-

cal. In response, we combine diverse power supplies 

and sources to minimize the risk of power outages 

and ensure the smooth function of society.�

　Projected electricity demand increase, primarily driv-

en by consumers, is modest but steady. （The annual 

average growth rate of electricity sales is 0.7%; that of 

system peak load is also 0.7% [0.8% after factoring in 

the effects of temperature and other variables].） The 

sustained growth means that we will continue to priori-

tize the integration of energy security*, economic effi-

ciency and environmental suitability and strive to de-

velop additional power resources with a focus on 

nuclear energy, but maintaining balance with other 

sources, such as pumped storage power generation.�

　In addition, for the future of nuclear power, frequent 

and regular environmental investigations are conduc-

ted at our Sendai Nuclear Power Station. We are tar-

geting development in the second half of 2010s, and 

we are working hard to earn the understanding and co-

operation of local citizens and customers （please see 

page 42）.�

Measures to increase customer satisfaction Measure of a long-term stable　　　　　　　　

Items Customers’ Opinions Responses from our company 

Co
llec

tion
 re

late
d it

em
s

Te
lep

ho
ne

 re
late

d it
em

s
O
th
er
s

・For bank account transfers, we would like to 
settle the account on a specific, desirable date.

・Implement credit card payment for our 
electricity bills.

・Create a toll-free number for various in-
quiries.

・The recording of the non-office hours telephone 
message is too soft and difficult to hear.

・Kyushu Electric employees frequently use the cus-
tomer business entrance of the branch office. Since 
there is an employees’ entrance, shouldn’t they be 
using that door out of respect for your customers?

・I was in line to receive a ticket for an event 
at the Kyushu Energy science center, but the 
first event was full. To receive a ticket for the 
second event, I would have had to stand in 
line for another two hours. Please reconsider 
your approach to ticketing for these events. 

・We started a bank account transfer system, offering designated 
days for customers using high voltage electricity（over 50kW）. 

・Systems for enabling credit card payments are 
being implemented in FY2006.

・Our representative phone number at the customer service office connecting 
directly to the call center became a toll-free number starting May 29, 2006. 

・We rerecorded the message on our answering 
service and increased its volume. 

・We have re-inspected our barrier-free and uni-
versal design facilities to ensure “CS” con-
sciousness by communicating customers’ opin-
ions to the person in charge.

・In the past, we distributed tickets for one-day 
events 30 minutes prior to each event. We will 
now distribute tickets to all events simultaneously.

�

�

▼Number of input cases in the Rainbow System

■Customer’s opinion by category
（FY2005 actual figures）�

■Comments from customers by collection method 

Collection��
25%

Electricity�
contract ��
10%

Distributed�
electrical lines�
8%

Received7%
All-electric housing�
6%�

Blackouts��
6%�

Meter�
Reading 6%

Construction��
6%

Visits to�
NuclearPower�
stations�
3%
Nuclear�
Power Generators �
3%

Electric Power�
Cables 2%

Others��
18%

Telephone��
64%Visits��

13%

Informal�
Gatherings�

11%

Letter box�
5%

Questionnaire��
2%

Contact��
5%

Topics

　Regarding the Omarugawa Hydro Power Station （Miyazaki 
prefecture）, because of its superior load servility and the fact 
that it is a pumped storage plant which can start up quickly, 
the plant has been developed as a power source during peak 
hours and at during emergencies. In FY2005, the testing for 
storing water in the reservoir began, and construction is stead-
ily proceeding with operations set to begin in FY 2007.

※Glossary／*Energy Security： Stability of energy and guaranteed supply 

3,386�
Cases

3,386�
cases

Test flooding of lower dam
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Distribution facilities �

　We are increasing the efficiency of our distribution 

channels for transmission lines and substations in 

preparation for new power supplies and to ensure fair-

ness and transparency as electric power is liberalized.�

　To maintain the stability and reduce the costs of the 

electric power supply to the Goto Archipeclago in Na-

gasaki prefecture （powered by internal-combustion-

power-generation station）, we connected the Kyushu 

mainland to the islands via a high-pressure under-

water cable in FY2005. The distance along the sea-

bed of the archipelago link is 53 kilometers which is 

the longest undersea electric power caple in japan. �

　We will begin investigating the development of a 

new plan for high secular equipment in FY2006. We 

will continue to efficiently disseminate precise informa-

tion on electric power supplies to encourage regional 

development and attract new customers.�

　Supplying a stable amount of quality electricity at 

low costs is our company’s primary mission. By in-

creasing our technical skills and improving manage-

ment and the operational integrity of our facilities, we 

will continue to fulfill our mission. �

Measures for reducing power 

outage �

　In order for our customers to feel 

safe about using our electricity, we 

are working on securing electricity dur-

ing the time of electric accidents due 

to lightning or typhoons so that there 

would hopefully be no power outage. �

　If by chance, a power outage oc-

curs, we are working on minimizing 

the time of the power outage by instal-

ling quick and appropriate accident dis-

patch communication devices that will 

automatically separate the point of ac-

cident from the electric power system.  �

　If suspension of electricity should oc-

cur due to facility maintenance, we will 

discuss the matter ahead of time with 

the customers to minimize the impact 

it may have on our customers as 

much as possible.�

�

�

Advancement of equipment 

management �

　For reducing both the area affected 

by and the duration of power failures 

at the time of distribution line acci-

dents, we have introduced the 

“automatic distribution dispatching sys-

tem”, enableing automatic control of 

the high-voltage distribution line 

switches.�

　So far, the remote control was imple-

mented by using paired cables. To en-

sure electric supply reliability, improve-

ment for quicker accident processing 

and acquiring waveform information of 

the locale, a test introduction of the re-

mote control system which utilizes the 

optical fiber network where high-

speed bulk transmission became pos-

sible was carried out in 2005.�

　In the future, we will verify the opera-

tional aspects and will consider wheth-

er or not to implement this system.

B
usiness developm

ent based on custom
ers ’ needs

　　　　　　 supply of electric power The maintenance of electric supply reliability 

▼ frequency and  for one customer per household

※Glossary／*Influence of other companies： This is when an accident occurs at an electricity receiving facility, it influences other general customers as well.

▼ Amount of electric power sales and peak demand 

（note）�

FY0

（10 thousands KW）�（100 GWh）�

0

1,300

1,400

1,500

1,700

1,900

1,600

1,800

2,000
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600

650

750

850

700

800

900

04

802

05

830

2015�
〔Plan〕�

862�
（0.7％）�

1,609 1,589

1,742�
（0.7％）�

peak demand
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c p
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▼ Power source diversification plan（electricity received from other companies included）�▼ Target ratio of power sources�
（Optimum mixture electrical power source）�

The amount of�
power supply facilities 

Amount of Electric�
power generation 

Nuclear Approx. 30％�Approx. 45～50％�

Approx. 10％�
Approx. 10％�

Approx.  10％�

Renewable�
energy�

（geothermal,�
　hydro, etc.）�

Coal

Oil

LNG

Pumped�
storage 

T
he
rm
al

（％）�

FY
［Plan］� ［Plan］�

0

50

100

1995

22

15

13

21

28

1

23

22

17

18

19

1

23

13

19

20

24

1

2005 2015

Nuclear

Hydro 

Coal

LNG

Oil, etc

Geothermal

（％）�

FY
0

50

100

1995

41

7 7

11

2

41

6

23

21 19

18

44

26

16
6

52 2

210
2005 2015

〔The amount of power supply capability〕� 〔The amount of power generation〕�

Nuclear

Hydro 

Coal 
LNG
Oil, etc.
New energy

Geothermal
�

1 peak dem
and is equal to the three-day m

axim
um

�
   of an average electric power transm

ission.  �
2 The num

ber in the parentheses is the average�
   growth rate for FY2004

ー2015.

▼ A breakdown of the number of cases of accidental power outage 

Others�
34％�

Influence�
of other�
companies*�
6％�

Public�
negligence etc. 7％� Other contacts 16％�

Landslides,�
etc. 4％�

Thunder and�
Lightning  �
16％�

Wind and rain�
16％�

Natural Phenomena�
 36％�

Distribution lines�
 (service wires)�
574 cases�

�

Other contacts�
13％�

Thunder and�
Lightning�
78％�

Wind and rain�
4％�

Snow and ice�
4％�

Natural�
Phenomena�
87％�

Power line�
23cases
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Each taking ap-
prox. one third 
of the remain-
ing half

Allocared ac-
cording to 
fuel rutes and 
other factors.

（FY2005）�

Length of tim
e of the power failure

（m
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）�

Frequency of power failures
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）�

Length of time of the power failure（minutes）�
Frequency of power failure（number of times）�
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▼ Research costs

Corresponding to Major Disasters�

　While carrying out training for large-scale coun-

ter measures against major disasters in our com-

pany every July, we are aiming for a quick restor-

ation of the energy supply during the actual 

disasters by establishing a cross-sectional provi-

sional organization. �

 　When typhoon #14 hit in September 2005, 

and the road leading to Miyazaki prefecture Ka-

mishiiba zone was destroyed, we were not able 

to restore the energy supply there for quite a per-

iod （power outage of 5 days）.�

　We carried out power distribution restoration 

training by helicopter in collaboration with the 

Ground Self Defense Force in November, 2005, 

based on this case. �

　As a result, we have established an air trans-

port technology for a comparatively light-weight, 

low-pressure generator vehicle.�

　Through this training, we are now able to trans-

port relatively light low-voltage mobile genera-

tors. In the future, we are working for high-vol-

tage mobile generators where the power supply 

capacity is larger, to be lighter and enable to be 

transported. Moreover, due to the unprecedented 

amount of rain that this typhoon produced, it 

caused damage to hydroelectric power stations 

and substations from landslides, which also dam-

aged the steel tower. So for FY2006, we will aim 

for the early and quick restoration of the hydro-

electric power station, check all equipments on 

the facility, and install a floodwall wall for meas-

ures to prevent these natural disasters.�

�

Momentary Drop in Voltage�

　We are implementing various measures such 

as strengthening of equipment and speeding up 

the removal of equipment that had broken down 

during power failures due to lightning bolts, which 

are the main causes of power outages.  �

　However, there is no way to prevent a lightning 

bolt from striking, so a momentary drop in voltage 

cannot be avoided. （about 0.07-2 seconds）�

　For those customers who may be affected by 

this momentary drop in voltage, we recommend 

taking measures to implement equipment for 

such cases.

　A stable supply of electricity, environmental 

security and lowering of costs are the bases of 

electric power technology. We are developing 

new technology for long term growth and an in-

crease in our company’s earning capacity.�

http://www.kyuden.co.jp/company_tech_index�

（in Japanese）      

Technical development 

（100 millions of yen）�

FY
0

70

80
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86
82 80
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80

2003 2004 2006�
〔plan〕�

2005

▼ Main ongoing technical development projects

Cost Reduction  �
・Research on the corrosive protection and preser-

vation processing of electric power equipment.�

・Technical development of metal material life-expectancy life evaluation�

Environmental Preservation�
・Research on the output characteristic and system influence of wind power�

・Research on the CO2 fixation of trees�

Improvements in the capacity to earn profits�
・Researches on the corrosion prevention technologies, such as the ex-

cellent anti-rust thermal spraying system（Plazwire spraying system*）�

・Development of a water decontamination system from Magnetic separation�
Creating a demand for electricity  �
・Technical development of the Effective use of 

electric power in the heating field �

・Research on technological assistance during mo-

mentary drops in voltage. �

Technical Developments for the future�
・Research on the practical application of Supercon-

ducting Magnetic Energy Storage（SMES）�

・Research on fuel cell batteries and hydrogen technology

▼ The outline of implementing joint training for air transportation

Date and time

Place

Participants

Training�
Contents

November 17, 2005（Thursday）�

Western Army, JGSDF Ohyano Maneuver area�
（Kumamoto prefecture KamimashiKi-gun Yamato-town）�

140 people from Western Army, JGSDF the Ground Self Defense Force West Army Division and others

Topics

　On the occasion of typhoon No. 14 in 2005, the expanded introduction 
of the PDA terminal enabled an early grasp of the damage situation.�
　A PDA terminal is a palm-sized small mobile information terminal. By 
using this, we can confirm on-the-spot damage information in real time in 
all places of business, making it possible to build a quick and optimal re-
storation organization.�
　We will continue to expand its usage to shorten the restoration time 
during catastrophic disasters.�
�
【Terminal Specification】�

Size�

Weight�

Continuous run time�
Actual working time�

Power Source�

O　S

98×173×41mm（W×H×D）�

500g�

8 hours（At the time of power-�
saving mode use：24 hours）�

AC100V， cigar lighters in cars�

Windows Pocket PC2003

① ※Air lift of Power distribution restoration vehicles  which utilized the Self-Defense-Forces heli-
copter（a low-voltage, high maintenance vehicle） ※Verification of an air  transport vehicles 
suspension equipment trial product �

② Emergency power transmission which utilized power distribution restoration vehicles�
③ Image transition system from a helicopter （Live footage from Kamishiiba-town）�
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※Glossary／*Plazwire Spraying System：The technologies of the long-term anti-rust coatings for the steel structures



Total Energy Business�

　We believe there is a lot of room for us to 

grow in the total energy business as current-

ly our group accounts for approx. 14% of fi-

nal energy consumption in Kyushu region.�

　First, in the electricity business which is 

our core business, we make efforts to im-

prove electrification ratio promoting the us-

age of an All-Electric housing. �

　In the gas business, we make full use of 

our group’s LNG base by aggresively ex-

panding sales of gas and LNG to our cus-

tomers and wholesalers.�

　In addition， for the new energy business 

such as waste material generation and bio-

mass* generation, we have united alliance 

with municipalities from the viewpoint of the 

usage of management resources such as 

power generation technology and environ-

mental preservation.�

　Furthermore, we are actively developing 

overseas projects and consulting business 

with electric suppliers and independent pow-

er producer projects （IPP）* by effectively 

using the groups operational resources 

such as power generation, transmission, 

transformation and distribution of power 

supply, and civil and construction works.�

�

IT and Telecommunications Business�

　IT and Telecommunications business is a 

fast growing area. We continue to proactive-

ly develop our IT and Telecommunications 

business by utilizing our extensive infra-

structure and facilities, including optical fib-

er networks and data centers.  �

　In FY2005, we have expanded our ser-

vice area of BBIQ, a high-speed internet ac-

cess sevice with fiber optic network, to 25 

cities including secondary cities of each pre-

fecture. We are tackling other IT and Tele-

communication businesses, such as 

“Kyushu Ro,” an interactive customer portal 

site for tourists between Korea and Kyushu, 

as well as an information surveillance busi-

ness and other electronic contract storage 

services.

Environment and recycling business�

　As a business taking measures for the devel-

opment for a recycling society, we are promoting 

the waste recycling business area such as confi-

dential documents recycling business and used 

fluorescent bulb recycling business.�

（2006 Kyushu Electric Power Environment Action Report Page50）�

�

Lifestyle services business�

　We are taking measures in business to offer a 

comfortable and affluent lifestyle, such as the de-

velopment of a senior apartment complex busi-

ness, and we will continue to work on planting 

new business seeds for the future.

B
usiness developm
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Expansion of the business area with energy as its focus

▼Main Comsumer and Community service business area

Business area

Nursing Care and�
Welfare Business

Housing and Real�
Estate Business

Business Support�
Business 

Social-capital�
associated Business 

Others

Main businesses
Senior Apartment Complexes（with nursing care）business
Medical Assistance Business
Residential performance evaluation business
Wooden Housing Business
Temporary personnel services
ISO Certificate registration business
Subtitle production for broadcasting 

Kyushu University PFI business

Manufacturing and sales of natural sea salt 
Manufacturing and sales of beverages
Super Sento（bathhouse）business 
Rental video business 
Home security business 

▼ Directory of business development ▼ Overseas Business Developments

Tuxpan Unit No. 2 and 5 IPP�
Mexico：State of Veracruz

China：�
F/S for wind power using�
CDM scheme

China：F/S for ESCO business

Ilijan IPP project�
Philippines：Batangas City

Taiwan：Technology consultation on cnstruction of�
Tan Nan, Kou Tai, Tai Ma and Pu Ri Substation

Vietnam：F/S for Nho Que hydroelectric�
power plant construction project

Phu My 3 IPP project�
Vietnam：Ba Ria Vung Tau Province

Taiwan：Investigation of landslides and�
debris flows in Dar-Chia watershed�
between MA-ANN Dam and DER-CHI Dam IPP business

Consulting and Environment related business

Gas Business

Air conditioning�
business and�
other business�
solutions

Overseas business�
（IPP，consulting, etc.）�

New energy �
generation business

IT and �
Telecommunication �

business

Lifestyle �
services�
business

Environment and �
recycling business

Electricity�
business

Total energy business

Project site

Indonesia： Development of 
small distributed power genera-
tion system using Jatropha oil

Business development based on customers’ needs
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※Glossary／*Biomass：�
�
              *IPP Business：General term used for wholesale generators that own power generation facilities but no transmission systems. 

Organic materials of biological origin used as energy sources include debris from thinned woods, sawdust from lumbering, pruned plants, 
construction waste, manure from the livestock industry, organic matter collected in sewage treatment facilities and kitchen garbage. �
�
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